
Minutes for Annual General Meeting 31
st
 March 2013, Lancaster Gate 

Panel: Andy Johnson, Robert Haines, Matt Jubb, Sean Greaves, C. Haines 

About 15 attendees 

- 2012 Financial report – Matt  
- 2012-13 Calendar of events – Sean 
- UK BC Demographics report - C. 

Questions and comments: 

 Jude: How to make more money for Youth Ministry – Idea of a forum to bring people with ideas 
together to start businesses like Tutoring agencies or other ideas. 

 Massa: Are your salaries big enough? Why not ask for more money?  
 Mr Jack Corley: YM should make a proposal with what the money is for and what the 

benefits would be. 
 Ollie: - Is CARP tithing higher than it used to be?  Matt will check 

- Are you getting gift aid back from the tithing you receive?  Matt will look into that 
- Do some people tithe solely to YM?  yes some do 
- Who pays for your travel expenses?  YM does 
- Have YM considered any other means of income? no time to look into at the moment 

 Marcus: Idea of a mega church for the whole London region. 
 Chris LeBas: - Should show the profits and losses made on workshops 

- Should show the usage of nationally supported properties like LG (to credit the contributions 
made by regions outside of London) 

- Advertise for staff for the Summer kids workshop 
- Bridging the pre HARP to HARP age is important 

 Andy Johnson: We have no events or support for families with special needs 
 Yoshiko: In Vienna there are small groups to which older BCs still come to (less so in UK). 

Those group leaders are coordinated by Orlande Schenk. Groups are quite independent of what 
they do (e.g. testimonies) but report to CF. 

 


